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nized as interjections, as alas, (2) fragmentary expressions that
are not complete sentences, as My friend in the example, and
(3) complete statements that contain an exclamatory word, as:
What a piece of work is man!—B.
The exception mentioned above is this: when the writer
wishes to express his own incredulity or other feeling about
what is not his own statement, but practically a quotation
from some one else, he is at liberty to do it with a mark of
exclamation; in the following example, the epitaph writer
expresses either his wonder or his incredulity about what
Fame says.
Entomb 'd within this vault a lawyer lies
Who, Fame assureth us, was just and wise!—B,
The exclamation-mark is a neat and concise sneer at the legal
profession.
Outside these narrow limits the exclamation-mark must not
be used. We shall quote a very instructive saying of LandorJs:
'I read warily; and whenever I find the writings of a lady,
the first thing I do is to cast my eye along her pages, to see
whether I am likely to be annoyed by the traps and spring-guns
of interjections; and if I happen to espy them I do not leap the
paling*. To this we add that when the exclamation-mark is
used after mere statements it deserves the name, by which it is
sometimes called, mark of admiration; we feel that the writer
is indeed lost in admiration of his own wit or impressiveness.
But this use is mainly confined to lower-class authors; when a
grave historian stoops to it, he gives us quite a different sort of
shock from what he designed.
The unfortunate commander was in the situation of some bold,
high-mettled cavalier, rushing to battle on a warhorse whose tottering
joints threaten to give way at every step, and leave his rider to the
mercy of his enemies!—prescott.
The road now struck into the heart of a mountain region, where
woods, precipices, and ravines were mingled together in a sort of
chaotic confusion, with here and there a green and sheltered valley,
glittering like an island of verdure amidst the wild breakers of a troubled
ocean I—prescott.

